Bio:
Himesh Patel has been working with SAS/Graph product for past 16 years, initially as a tester in Quality Assurance and then as a developers. For the past couple of years he has been managing and setting directions for Data Visualization within SAS products including SAS/Graph, SAS Bridge for ESRI and SAS solutions.

Abstract:
PROC TEMPLATE can be used to create ODS styles that will produce tabular and graphical output in a presentation format that meets specific design goals. Such goals may include creating grayscale output with good contrast, maximizing presentation consistency across ODS output target destinations, adjusting styles for specific hosts, and integrating corporate themes such as colors, fonts and logos. You will see the coding for style definitions that achieve such design goals. The presentation will explain the available style elements with emphasis on the new elements for Version 9 that affect graphical output.

Prior experience with PROC TEMPLATE coding is assumed.